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HAPPENINGS
Events

Save the date! The spring 2018 Activities
Fair will take place on Tuesday, Jan. 30 at club
hour (11:30 a.m.) in the College Center. If you
didn’t get involved this fall, the Activities Fair will
be your opportunity to learn about clubs, meet club
representatives, and check out campus life firsthand.
Don’t miss it.
Will America soon be under water? Has
Donald Trump declared war on immigrants? Is
America heading for a showdown with North
Korea? If you have a thought about these or
any other issues (including life at NCC), send
it to Vignette’s Opinions section. Opinions is
seeking essays of 150-750 words from the campus
community for spring 2018 issues. Send submissions
to OPINIONS, Vignette, College Center, Rm. 347 or
email them to NCCVignette@gmail.com (subject
line: OPINIONS). Remember to include your name
and telephone number.
Is there a reporter in the house? How about a
reviewer or photographer or a thoughtful columnist?
The Vignette, NCC’s student newspaper, is seeking
reporters, reviewers, photographers, and other
staff members for the spring 2018 semester. No
experience is necessary, though interest, enthusiasm,
and idealism will help. The Vignette meets on
Tuesdays at club hour (11:30 a.m.) in its office in
Room 347 of the College Center. Stop by!
Like films? The Fan Followed Film Club meets
every Tuesday and Thursday at club hour (11:30
a.m.) in South Hall, Rm. 101.
The Student Organization of Latinos (SOL)
meets every Thursday at club hour (11:30 a.m.) in
Building G, Rm. 243. The club sponsors field trips,
sponsors an annual scholarship, promotes Hispanic
cultural awareness, and more. New members
welcome. For information about upcoming events,
text @ccb322 to 81010.
Care about clean air, clean drinking water,
consumer rights, voter registration, and other issues
related to the quality of life in America and the world?
Get involved with the NCC chapter of NYPIRG
(New York Public Interest Research Group), which
works on all of these issues and more. Call (516)
222-0086 for more information.
If you like planning campus events, NCC’s
Programming Board wants to meet you! The
club meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays at club hour
(11:30 a.m.) in the College Center, Rm. 343. All are
welcome.
Haraya,
NCC’s
Pan-African
Student
Coalition, meets on Tuesdays amd Thursdays at
club hour (11:30 a.m.) in Building G, Rm 323.
All are welcome. For more information, email
Harayancc65@gmail.com.
Want to unwind and have some fun? Try the
student lounge (College Union, second floor). The
lounge features pool, ping-pong, and other games.
For more information, visit the lounge or call 5720682.
NCC’s Career Center holds walk-in hours every
Thursday from 9:30-11 a.m. in Nassau Hall, Rm.
14. If you have a career question, need some career
advice, or want to learn more about the Center’s
resources, stop by.
NCC has your back! Mentors are waiting to
talk with you and to answer your questions about
classes, financial aid, time management, areas of
study and anything else related to life at NCC. To sign
up for a mentor, go to ncc.edu/mentoringprogram.
Questions? Email mentoring@ncc.edu
Did you know that student veterans at NCC
have their own center? The Student Veterans

Center, located at 365 Rice Circle, is open daily
(Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.). The Center offers veteran
benefits workshops, leadership opportunities, and
opportunities to meet other veterans. Stop by and
see what the Center is all about.
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship invites
the NCC campus to its meetings on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at club hour (11:30 a.m.) in the College
Union, Rm. 302.
PeaceWork, a student club devoted to exploring
alternatives to violence, invites the student body to
join the group and be an advocate for peace. The
club meets every Thursday at club hour (11:30 a.m.)
in G-375.
Amnesty International, a student group
devoted to understanding human rights issues, meets
on Tuesdays at club hour (11:30 a.m.) in G-375.
In search of a way to relax? Try Yoga--Tues.
and Thurs., noon (P-120) and Wednesday at 5 p.m.
(P-120). For more information, call 572-7684, ext.
26602.
NCC Pride Club meets Thursdays at 11:30 a.m.
in G-333. All are welcome..

Academic Information

Emergency school closings will be
announced over the following radio stations:
AM: Walk 1370; WOR 1010; WCBS 880; WHLI
1100; and WINS 1010. FM: WALK 97.5; WBAB
102.3; WBLI 106.1; B103.1; KJOY 98.3; LOVE
96.1; WMJC 94.3; WRCN 103.9; and WHPC 90.3.
School closings will also be announced on News 12
Long Island and channels 2 and 4 and will be posted,
on the NCC website, www.ncc.edu as well as www.
wor710.com and www.WCBS880.com.
The NCC Library’s hours are Monday-Thursday,
8 a.m.-9 p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m.-8 p.m.; and Saturday, 10
a.m.-4:30 p.m. The Library will be closed on Sunday.
The Writing Center’s spring 2018 hours are as
follows: Writing Center (Bradley Hall, first floor):
Monday, and Wednesday, 8:45 a.m.-2:45 p.m.;
Tuesday and Thursday, 9:15 a.m.-3:15 p.m.; Friday,
8:45 a.m.-2:45 p.m. Library Annex (Second Floor,
Rm. 233): Monday and Wednesday, 12:30-8 p.m.;
Tuesday and Thursday, 10 a.m-7:45 p.m.; Saturday,
10:15 a.m.-3:30 p.m. For more information, call 5727195.
Looking for a quiet place to study? Try the
Study Lounge on the third floor (Rm. 310) of the
College Center. Hours: Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5
p.m.
Follow NCC news on Twitter.com/
NCCVignette and Twitter.com/fye_nassaucc as
well as on the First-Year Experience blog, “What’s
Up, NCC?” www.whatsupncc.blogspot.com.
The Nassau Community College Federation of
teachers (NCCFT) invites applications for theM.
Debra DeSanto Student Aide Scholarship. A $300
award will be made to a full-time student in good
academic standing who has completed a minimum of
fifteen academic credits at NCC with a grade-point
average of 3.0 and who has been a student aide for
at least one complete semester. Applications and
information may be obtained at www.nccft.org or
the NCCFT Office (Cluster F, Rm. 3293; 572-7198).
Completed applications must be returned to the
NCCFT office (Cluster F, Rm. 3293) by noon on
Thursday, March 23, 2018.
The Nassau Community Federation of
Teachers (NCCFT) invites applications for the

What’s going on
this week at NCC?
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Aaron Seligman Memorial Scholarship ($1000).
At the time of application, students must be a full-time
NCC student in good academic standing during the
academic year in which the application is submitted;
have completed a minimum of 48 academic credits
with at least 16 credits in mathematics, computer
science, and/or information technology; have
completed a minimum of two full-time semesters
at NCC; have a minimum grade-point average of
3.5; and be able to document active involvement in
leadership activity with two letters of appropriate
recommendation. Applications and information are
available online at www.nccft.org or in the NCCFT
Office (Cluster F, Rm. 3293; 572-7198). Completed
applications must be returned to the NCCFT
office (Cluster F, Rm. 3293) by noon on Thursday,
March 23, 2018.
The Nassau Community College Federation
of teachers (NCCFT) invites applications for
the Joseph F. Carlino, Jr. Scholarships for NCC
Graduating Students. A $3000 award will be made
to a full-time student who will graduate in May 2018
or who graduated from NCC the previous summer
or fall. A $1000 scholarship will be presented to
the first runner-up. At the time of their application,
interested students must have completed a minimum
of 48 credits as a full-time student at NCC; have
a 3.7 grade-point average (maintained through
graduation); must have been accepted to an accredited
four-year institution of higher learning; and be able
to document unpaid service to the college and/or
community while a student at NCC. Applications
and information are available online at www.nccft.
org or in the NCCFT Office (Cluster F, Rm. 3293;
572-7198). Completed applications must be
returned to the NCCFT office (Cluster F, Rm.
3293) by noon on Wednesday, March 23, 2018.
The Adjunct Faculty Association (AFA),
which represents adjunct faculty at NCC, offers
eight scholarships for attending part-time
students. One, the Presidential Academic
Excellence scholarship--$3000, is for a spring/
summer 2018 graduate with a minimum grade-point
average of 3.5. Seven of the awards are for part-time
students continuing their studies at Nassau who have
completed nine or more credits with a grade-point
average of 3.3 (3.5 for the John Meehan Memorial
Founders Scholarships) and are currently enrolled
at NCC. The scholarships are as follows: John
Meehan Memorial Founders Scholarship--$5000
(three awards--$2000, $2000, $1000) for students
35 years old and over who have a minimum
grade-point average of 3.5); AFA Members
Scholarship ($1000); three AFA scholarships in
Memory of John Pitrelli, James Crisafulli, and
Robert McGowan--$1000 each; AFA Officers
Scholarship--$2000; and theAFA Robert F.
Blake Executive Board Scholarship--$2000.
Applications may be downloaded from www.
myafaonline.org. Completed applications should
e-mailed to scholarships@myafaonline.org. The
application deadline is March 1, 2018. Applicants
should notes that each scholarship requires two
letters of recommendation from faculty plus a
personal statement explaining applicants’ goals
and needs for a scholarship.

Happy Black History Month
from the Vignette!
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Give a Damn

Can I be real for a second? The world is a scary place, from threats of nuclear war to threats of terrorist attacks. The human race is caught between a rock and a really hard place...that’s probably just another
rock-has anyone checked? In the midst of this: the onslaught of news, continued erosion of natural habitats,
government shutdown, etc., it’s easy to sit back, close your eyes, and ask someone to wake you up when all
the scary stuff is over. Pulling a Rip Van Winkle and sleeping for the next 20 years is a mood, but at this
rate-and I’m not being hyperbolic at all-who knows if there’ll be a 20 years to wake up to. Tomorrow is not
promised, and human beings have a responsibility to the present to roll up their sleeves and get to brainstorming solutions to this amalgamation of problems they seem to be stewing in.
Every person needs to be a nerd about this.
Historically, nerds have gotten a bad rap. People have been made fun of for giving a damn-or genuinely
caring about things. They get bullied for being zealous about the world and the miracle of all the things
humans are privileged enough to enjoy as conscious, reasoning beings. People tell them that they’re “doing
the most” or “being extra,” and I’ve never entirely understood how that was meant to be an insult. Nothing
worthwhile and rewarding has ever come from doing the bare minimum. It’s not enough to just lay back and
pray for the world or to be complacent and complicit because the issues aren’t directly affecting you. Faith
without works is dead. The circumstances humans find themselves in demand them to take enthusiastic action and give a damn about the world. No one is coming to save humankind; they are responsible to their
fellow human beings and the Earth they inhabit.
Throughout this issue of The Vignette, there are stories of action, one of which is a plan of action from
President Keen’s office, as he completes his term at Nassau. There are articles about artists, both students
and non-students, who use their art as forms of action and spaces of socio-political resistance. Similarly,
there are campus organizations who are combining the force of their minds with the force of their hands to
fashion weapons of positive impact. Included also are investigative journalism articles about getting to the
root of corporate pandering that doesn’t live up to its eco-conscious directive. Mostly, featured are people
who don’t need capes to be heroes; they just dig down inside themselves and mine for vibranium (or adamantium).
So, from all of us at The Vignette, do the most. Be extra. Give a helluva damn.

Ibiene Minah
Opinions Editor

The Vignette is the official
student newspaper and student voice
of Nassau Community College. It
is published throughout the fall and
spring semesters. Membership is
open to all NCC students.
The Vignette welcomes letters
to the editor as well as Opinions
articles. Letters should be limietd to
350 words. Opinions essays should
be limited to 700 words. Letters
and Opinions pieces must be signed
and contain the author’s telephone
number or campus extension. The
newspaper will withhold names on
request.
The editorial board reserves
the right to edit stories or letters for
clarity and length. Views expressed
in letters and Opinions essays do
not necessarily reflect those of the
editorial board.
The Vignette accepts classified
and display advertisements from
campus and off-campus advertisers.
Publication of ads in the newspaper
does not imply endorsement of
products or services.
Address: Vignette
Nassau Community College,
College Center, Rm. 347,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530
Telephone: (516)222-7071
nccvignette@gmail.com
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Stamp out silence.
Write a letter to
the editor.
Write a letter to the editor.

The Vignette supports the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
You should too!!

January, 2018
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Spring 2018 Scholarships Pt. 2

Scholarships with at least a 2.8 GPA requirement:
Full-time or Part-time Students:
• Richard M. Hoelderlin Scholarship: 1 award for $350
Majoring in Hospitality Business or have an interest in Foreign Languages. Essay is required.
Full-time Students Only:
• Lillian Smith Memorial Scholarship: 1 award for $275
Enrolled in a degree program. Must demonstrate financial need. Essay is reqired.
Scholarships with at least a 2.75 GPA requirement:
Full-time or Part-time Students:
• Edna I. Dormer & Barbra A. Davis Memorial Scholarship: 1 award for $250
A Business or Social Work major; African American or Caribbean descent; Graduate of Central Islip High School or Hempstead High School; Must show financial need;
Essay is required
• Phyllis and Paul Kurland Scholarship: 1 award for $300
Completed at least 2 semesters at NCC, preferably graduating; Intend to continue education outside the Long Island/Manhattan region, living either on or off campus;
Student Leader in a Club or Organization at NCC. Essay is required.
Scholarships with at least a 2.5 GPA requirement:
Full-time or Part-time Students:
• Charles and Rose Renick Presbyterian Scholarship: 1 award for $2,500
Enrolled in a degree program; must show financial need. Essay is required.
• Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Committee Scholarship: 1 award for $225
Completed at least 40 GPA credits at NCC and qualify for graduation; minority student; reside in Nasau County and graduated from a Nassau County High School (GED
acceptable); must show financial need; Essay is required.
• Michael “Scooter” Fenrich Scholarship: 1 award for $400
Enrolled in a degree program; have a physical or learning disability. Essay is required.
• Nassau County J.F.K Memorial Scholarship: 25 awards $200 each
Completed at least 30 GPA credits at NCC; letter(s) documenting your involvement in extracurricular activities, athletics, or the arts while attending NCC. Essay is required.
Scholarships with at least a 2.0 GPA requirement:
Full-time or Part-time Students:
• Harvey & Ann Lawless Scholarship: 1 award for $250
Either on active military reserve or a former veteran. Essay is required.
No GPA Requirement
Full-time or Part-time Students:
• Bravo-Manjares Scholarship for Volunteerism and Community Service: 2 awards for $200
Completed at least 33 GPA credits at NCC; involved in volunteer work or community service; must show finanical need. Essay is required.
• Doris & Ted Scholarship: 2 awards for $500
Completed at least 6 GPA credits at NCC; enrolled in a degree program; must show financial need. Essay is required.
• Susan Kravitz / LGBT Scholarship: 1 award for $200
Completed at least 1 year at NCC; letter of reccomendation from a faculty member whom you have has a teacher. Essay is required.
Full-time Students Only:
• Reginald Tuggle Scholarship: 1 award for $600
Completed at least 15 GPA credits at NCC; Marketing major; must show financial need. Essay is required.

Jewish Studies at NCC

Looking for an interesting elective this spring?

Take JWS 104 KA
Tuesday/Thursday 1-2:15 p.m.

Jews in the Modern World
This course presents moder Jewish life, with specific attention to Chassidism, Refrom Judaism, Zionism, and feminism. Topics of study include: Kews in Eastern Europe, Immigration to America, Responses to the Holocaust, Israel and Crises in the Middle East, and new directions
in Jewish culture, such as Eco-Judaism and the Jewish Renewal Movement

3 Credits

Counts for Gen Ed, Western heritage, Global Awareness/Non Western Cultures, and Pluralism/Diversity at NCC.

January , 2018
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NCC Bus Shuttle
Photo by Nsikak Ekong

Transportation is a prominent

that it represents 7% of overall NICE ridership

factor at NCC when it comes to

and NCC students are NICE’s single largest cus-

students attending every semes-

tomer with rides of 4500-5000 per day. NICE pro-

ter. With 20,000 students coming

posed to NCC a trial shuttle for the Spring 2018

and going on campus, some drive

semester, with cost of approximately $25,000.

while a majority of students use

The shuttle system will run from the Hempstead

public transportation. Students

Transit Center in the Village of Hempstead.

that use the NICE Bus system to
LIRR have to make the effort ev-

This pending college procurement agreement

eryday to make it to their classes

with the NICE Bus system, requested by Vice

on time. NCC has a diverse community of students

Last month, in a Board of Trustees meeting, a reso-

President of Student Services Conzatti, was approved

from many different locations throughout Long Island.

lution was passed regarding NCC and a bus shuttle

by the Board of Trustees Finance and Capital Commit-

Some live in communities that are close to the college

system. A Strategic Enrollment Plan called for NCC to

tee. With many other colleges in the area like Hofstra

like Hempstead, Garden City, Uniondale, East Mead-

identify options to

increase student recruitment

and Adelphi using a shuttle system, it is about time that

ow, and Levittown. Some live in places like Manhattan,

and retention. One option mentioned was to establish a

NCC gets its own. As said before, NCC students, as op-

Queens, Port Jefferson, and East Islip, which are further

shuttle bus service to the NCC campus to serve students

posed to other students, use the NICE Bus the most.

away from NCC.

who use public transportation services. The Nassau In-

This method would be beneficial to students that use

ter-County Express, or NICE Bus company, told NCC

public transportation all over Long Island everyday.

Message from President Keen
Dear Student:

We have become aware that an NCC student allegedly posted racist messages on social media targeted at a student from another college. All interactions were posted to private
social media accounts and did not involve any College accounts. After viewing the comments allegedly sent by the NCC student, the Office of Equity, Inclusion and Affirmative
Action and the Dean of Students have begun an investigation into this serious matter.

While the results of our investigation are pending, let me be clear that the Student Code of Conduct at NCC prohibits bullying, written or oral verbal assault, and conveying
threats, including via cyber communications. As an institution, we condemn in the strongest terms acts of uncivil behavior, including racist expressions and bullying or threatening
remarks made in person or over social media. We have zero tolerance for conduct or hate speech that is detrimental to another person or group.

Although the College cannot control the words or actions by our students, faculty or staff expressed in private or on external forums, we at Nassau Community College denounce
all behavior of the kind that is contained in the postings of which we are in possession.

Thank you.

Hubert Keen

January, 2018
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W.E.B. Du Bois’ Struggle for Civil Rights
In 1868, William Edward Burghardt (W.E.B.) Du Bois
was born to an African American family. At 16, Du Bois
graduated from school and left for Fisk University. While
a student in Tennessee, he came across Southern racism
which consisted of Jim Crow laws. Experiencing racism
in the South was what influenced his books that he went
on to write.
After graduating from Fisk University, Du Bois moved
back to Massachusetts and enrolled at Harvard. Following
his graduation from Harvard, he left for Germany to study
at the University of Berlin. Once he returned from Berlin, Du Bois attended Harvard for another two years and
became the first African American to earn a Ph.D. from
Harvard in 1896.
Du Bois became the founder, alongside William Monroe Trotter, of the Niagara Movement in 1905. Their mission was to gain social and economic equality. Together,
they fought to abolish the Jim Crow laws and to improve
the education system by giving the African Americans an
equal chance. One of their demands was for equal eco-

nomic opportunities for the blacks in the South who were
being trapped (by the lack of jobs) into signing contracts
which suppressed their freedom.
The Niagara Movement was also against the mistreatment by the hypocritical churches that mistreated the black
community and projected unchristian values. Since African Americans were still enslaved through contracts, had
not gained the right to vote, and lacked citizenship rights,
Du Bois and Trotter made the government aware of their
non-enforcement of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendment.
As the Niagara Movement came to an end in 1909,
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) took its place. Du Bois was one of the
three founders of the NAACP, as well as the editor of its
monthly magazine known as, “The Crisis.” The journal
remained successful with an audience of 100,000 readers.
In 1911, a prominent article from Du Bois’ editorial
inspired a nationwide push to outlaw lynching. By 1914,
the NAACP had 50 branches and was able to gain the
right of African-Americans to serve during World War I as

military officers. After their continuous small victories for
civil rights, the NAACP, in 1946, won the Morgan v. Virginia case, which resulted in banning segregation in busses
and trains. Although Du Bois resigned from the NAACP
in 1948, the civil rights organization continued to fight for
equality in cases such as Brown v the Board of Education
(1954), the bus strikes (1955), and the Voting Rights Act
(1965).
Towards the later years of Du Bois’ life, he continued
to fight for peace and equality by writing for a newspaper
called “National Guardian.” Not only did he engage in activism through writing, but he also expressed his views
through speeches. In 1961, Du Bois was invited to Ghana
to work on the Encyclopedia Africana. On August 27,
1963, Du Bois passed away at the age of 95, due to his
declining health. The civil rights that Du Bois struggled to
achieve all his life were earned only a year after his death
through the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

to waste and to inspire future leaders to change the country. We believe in you.”

tens to herself and listens to her promise.

History Is What We Let Happen

by Harvey Garcia &
Managing Editor

By Elisha Asif

Ibiene Minah
Opinions Editor

Throughout the month, NCC hosted a series of events, as the community unit-

The awards were a significant gesture to introduce every proud con-

WIthin minutes of beginning what was less of a speech and more aptly de-

A culmination of events across campus provided the opportunity for students

tributor to the African American society in attendance, even those not in attendance,

scribed as an engaged call-to-arms, he called the audience to their feet and led them

and faculty to not only experience Black Culture, but also to embrace it through

as no one should go unnoticed. In attendance was also the first Nassau County Af-

in singing the Black National Anthem, “Lift Every Voice And Sing.” Despite the

ed to celebrate Black History Month.

fact that not everyone stood up to sing or knew the words perfectly,

the recognition of local and national leaders and visualizations, such as art

much less could carry a harmonious tune, the resonant and revenant

work and performances.

spirit of the anthem could be felt throughout the room.

The annual celebration kicked-off exuberantly and was a well-re-

The lyrics of the first refrain are as follows: “Sing a song full of

ceived affair. Black History Month’s Opening Ceremony, hosted by Rudy

the faith that the dark past has taught us,/Sing a song full of the hope

Breedy, Director of Development of NCC Foundation and Chair Member

that the present has brought us;” the lines are direct in declaring that

of the Black History Committee, and Tina Wynder, Chair of the Black

an acknowledgement of the past-in all its ugliness-is necessary for

History Committee, took place in the evening on February 1st. Attendees

creating a present that is as much a space of healing as it is a space

wore their traditional African garb. The ceremony featured a Jazz perfor-

for prospering. Accountability is necessary, and furthermore, a sense of

mance by Dr. Valerie Capers trio.

responsibility, as Dr. Hill stated, to the self, the neighbor, and the com-

The evening was a rich display and celebration of culture. Home-

munity, is the stimulant needed to radically imagine something differ-

made refreshments, such as apple cider, orange juice, and iced teas delight-

ent that not only serves 1% of the population, but the whole democracy.

ed attendees. A homemade dinner of mac & cheese, sauteed chicken, rice,

Imagine the world that is not yet made.

cornbread, yams and vegetables and fried fish filled created an atmosphere

He went on to roughly outline a blueprint for effective change, not

of hospitality, fraternity, and warmth. Desserts such as cakes and cookies

only on an external level, but on an internal level of personal reflec-

teased the sweet tooths of diners, as well as pleased their eyes. The abun-

tion and growth: 1: Reimagine how you listen, practice deep listening

dant and delicious meal was provided for the guests to enjoy. Traditional

which is not only hearing what you are being told, but sitting in it,

homemade figurines were placed on top of each guest table as centerpieces

digesting it, and allowing it to percolate without the immediate desire

that evoked home. The feeling of being at home was significantly present
and effective.
“Gathering is extremely important. We should celebrate the accomplishments
of every African American every month of the year,” said President Keen. “As soon
as I came in, I received a warm welcome. This is such a friendly and welcoming
group.”
The ceremony opened up with a singing of the Black National Anthem, “Lift
Every Voice,” performed by Students Autumn Canton and Ronnie Roddy.

rican American Councilwoman.

Photo by Nsikak Ekong

President Keen gracefully thanked the African American Committee for organizing the event and stating that it was “important on behalf the college.”

to respond or defend or counter what is being said; 2: Assess the roots
of hate groups and domestic terrorism, i.e white supremacy and anti-blackness as
the imperatives of capitalism; 3: Be willing to confront public and private truths; 4:
Walk into the embrace of sacrifice and struggle; 5: Consider “who was harmed and

“We are in the business to educate students,” said President Keen. “Educating

how we make them whole” instead of “who did it and how do we punish them;” 6:

includes engaging students in events such as these. Recognizing those in the college

Understand your emotional limits. It’s not your job to teach everyone everything,

who achieved major accomplishments.”

especially when it comes to interacting with racist, sexist, homophobic or transpho-

African American culture is in enthusiastic display around campus and thor-

The ceremony provided NCC with the opportunity to honor and celebrate

oughly embraced by the multiethnic, multiracial, and multilingual community at

those who contributed, participated and embraced African American history and

NCC. Recognition of those who have done tremendous work in the African Ameri-

culture. It was a beautiful evening that concluded with a brilliant original jazz per-

can community, breaking the proverbial ceilings of both race and gender, and in do-

formance by Dr. Valerie Capers Trio.

bic individuals or groups. So, be sensitive to your own emotional landscape so that
it doesn't suffer too much erosion at the hands of others.
The blueprint he shared with the audience was a brief glimpse into his 2011
publication, which is written in conversation style between him and famed political

ing so creating paths for generations to follow, was represented by the awards given

A prayer that channeled the essence of traditional Africa and the voice of the

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal. The book follows them through their relationship with

by the Black History Committee. Breedy awarded Musical Arts awards to SGA,

African American was offered before dinner, and it went on to set the tone not just

their blackness and the things that impact their experiences as black men. It touches

SGA Programming Board, and WHPC Radio Advisor Shawn Novatt for launching

for the night, but for the rest of Black History Month.

on a range of topics, each of which find their genesis in how the self relates to its

a new African American show “Our Voices” which premiered on Feb. 6 and lastly
the President.

Seven days later, the Black History Month events rose to a decidedly invigorating crescendo with a visit from speaker Marc Lamont Hill, award-winning jour-

“Black History Month provides the opportunity for individuals to honor he-

nalist and current host of BET News. Dr. Hill is a passionate figure in the black

roes,” said Board of Trustees’ Gladys Rodriguez, “To prove our efforts did not go

community, grounded in abolitionist tradition and a vision for an America that lis-

identity and how the self relates to the identity the world creates for it.
Dr. Hill was a stark reminder that our hearts beat a record of the truth which
our mouths must figure out how to speak.
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Hold On, Pain Ends!

H.O.P.E. (Hold On, Pain Ends), a club that aims to
raise awareness of mental health issues, emerged last semester as one of the most distinguished students’ association at Nassau Community College.
“I’ve been told by my parents not to talk about it,” says
president Kayla Buchmann, “I thought to myself, that’s
exactly why we need to be talking about it.”
She discusses her journey from struggling academically to becoming an inspirational leader and a motivational
speaker; she also describes it as a humbling and rewarding
experience. The organization is currently planning interclub events, fundraisers, community service, and student
tours. They provide an atmosphere for furthering education and promoting mindfulness of difficult topics.
Mental health issues are widely stigmatized, an outlook that continues to foster feelings of shame and embarrassment, which are emotions that are highly toxic for
individuals who are struggling. When humans are made
to feel that who they are is unacceptable, it damages their
sense of self. They can become aggressive or isolate themselves and become aversive to the help they need.
The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) reports roughly 20% of the youth, under the traditional
student age group, are living with a mental health condition. With almost every individual either being affected or
knowing someone affected, it’s become apparent that ignorance and fear are no longer permissible reasons not to
discuss topics that are universally important.
“In my family, we don’t talk about it,” added one student, “If we have a problem like that, we’re supposed to
grow out of it.” Every national leading voice on mental
health is encouraging individuals to educate themselves on
mental illness. The stigma surrounding mental illness can,
at times, be as damaging as the symptoms themselves.
“A lot of the time you can’t tell who’s struggling with
what,” president Kayla Buchmann says, “We have a lot of
progress to make with these issues. Don’t be ashamed to
admit you’re struggling. It’s okay to reach out for help; it’s
okay to talk about these things. I think everyone deserves
to be able to speak their story.”
The Psychological Counseling Center at Nassau Community College has been providing over 25 years of mental health services to students. Anxiety, depression, and
domestic abuse are among the highest reported mental
health issues that students on campus struggle with.
“It’s important to encourage everyone to acknowledge
it’s nothing to be embarrassed about,” notes psychologist

by Megan Rose Gavia
Staff Writer
Shouldn’t good love
behave curiously?
Free will can say it in
a poem
But a listener may
hardly listen
And a reader may
never feel a page
I’m deeply aware of
what you’re thinking
Take the time before
the stars constellate
For I know
One never stands in

place for too long
Morning came, the
stars faded
And so did you
For just like any great
love
It shouldn’t have been
beautiful

Jane Segadelli. She emphasizes that some people
come from a household or
culture that fosters a stigma towards mental health
issues. The students that
do use the resource are
motivated towards their
improvement. They leave
better than they came. It
can, sometimes, be the
case that they just need
someone who will listen
to how they feel and why
they feel that way, without
being judged.
It was discussed that
there is often a misconception around what psychotherapy is and how it
works. The services offered by the center revolve
around increasing overall
self-awareness, assisting
individuals in understanding their psychological
issues, and developing
healthier, more effective
coping strategies.
“I believe anyone who
comes in is courageous,”
says the clinical social worker, Anna Orologio, “It takes
a lot of inner strength to be able to sit with someone you
don’t know and talk about something deeply personal.”
Many students don’t realize that mental health professionals do not contact their parents or professors. The
counselors protect the students’ privacy and are empathetic to their circumstances. Qualified clinical psychologists
and social workers are available five days a week. Whether
for a standard session or in the scenario of a crisis, someone will be available to sit with a student to help them.
The department consists of individual specialists in
drugs and alcohol abuse, eating disorders, rape and sexual assault, death, and crisis intervention. The counselors
briefly explained that there are students who struggle with
active suicidal ideation. The National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) reports that the total suicide rate has in-

Blocked Out

by Zach Rodrigues
Staff Writer

creased roughly to 24% within the last decade, and The
Center for Disease Control (CDC) reports suicide to be
the second leading cause of death within the traditional
student age group.
Most individuals do not recognize what constitutes
abuse or how it affects others. When asked about maltreatment on campus one student had this to say: “Walking
to the physical education building, I saw someone being
shoved and harassed. When I went inside, I heard two girls
aggressively fat-shaming each other.”
It is the responsibility of every individual to not participate in creating an environment that is conducive to
bullying and mental health issues. To be treated respectfully and to be able to create a happy and healthy life are
fundamental human rights.
Photo by Zachary Rodrigues

If you’re a poet,
the Vignette would like
to hear from you (and maybe
publish your work!).
Submit poems to NCCVignette@gmail.com. Include
your name and telephone
number and/or email
address.
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Alumni Stephen Borg

by Raghav Khurana and Megan Rose Gavia
Sports Editor
Staff Writer
Stephen Borg is a NCC
geaduate and now works for the
National Aeronautics and Space
Adminstration (NASA) as an engineer.
What is your official position at NASA?
I’m a NASA employee (not
a contractor) and all engineers at
NASA are considered Aerospace
Technologists (AST) by the government. These are the requirements to be an AST at NASA.
I have a BS (Physics) and a BS
(Mechanical Engineering), but I
am working as an Electronics Engineering AST (0855) because of
my background in physics. This
is probably too much information
for your article, so just saying I’m
an “engineer” or “physicist” is accurate enough.
What are some projects
you’re currently working on?
LaRC is an aeronautics research center so my main focus
over the last several years has
been in the area of hypersonics which is the study of highspeed flows greater than mach 5
(Mach # is a ratio of the vehicle
speed compared to the speed of
sound, so mach 5 is 5x the speed
of sound). Unfortunately a lot of
the work in this area is sensitive
so I can’t share any photos of the
vehicles or engines that we test.
Due to the high-speed nature of

the flow, much of the work has to
do with launch/reentry as well as
high-speed vehicle/engine development.
I am mostly involved in using infrared cameras to determine
surface temperatures and visualize combusting flows inside a
hypersonic research tunnel. Most
of the projects I’m involved with
include work with advanced heat
shields, and vehicles that use
various types of rocket and airbreathing engines (ramjet and
scramjet). Sometimes I also use
visible-light cameras to try and
visualize the flow field around a
structure or capture high-speed
events.
The nature of my work will
vary depending on the specific
measurement needs of the project. Typically the questions they
want to answer are more complicated and we have to come up
with techniques to get the best
possible data. I’m currently working on one problem where they
need to visualize the dynamics of
the flame inside the combustion
chamber of a rocket.
I am also involved in a longer
term project to assist researchers
who develop computer models of
the airflow improve their code. A
group of us are making physical
measurements on a generic aircraft shape that will be used to

refine the computer predicted
solutions. I’m able to measure
the temperature distribution on
the wings/body of the aircraft
and correlate that to the quality
of the flow field over the structure. Being able to visualize if
the air flow is laminar/turbulent
is a powerful tool to researchers.
How long will these projects last?
Typically a test will last
a week or two, but there have
been some some larger projects
that have gone on for months at
a time.
How do you feel about
your career at NASA?
NASA is a government
agency, and as employees we
are aware that we work for
every US citizen. We have
some very unique test facilities
across this agency that give
us some incredible capabilities. I have heard it said many
times throughout m career that
these are considered “National
Assets”. Working here can
be challenging but it is never
boring. I’m grateful that I am
able to be part of this team and
proud of the work that we do
for the United States.

Interstellar were done well!
Yeah there were some scientific inaccuracies in each
but I don’t want to be the
one watching a movie who
keeps saying “Oh that’s impossible!” We have to allow
the writers some creative
license. I think it’s great
that the average person can
be entertained while being
introduced to concepts like
Einstein’s Theory of R
relativity (Interstellar).

A few of my favorite
movies showing how we
can overcome challenges in
How do you feel about life, and are also (reasonscience fiction movies like the ably) accurate include: “The
Imitation Game”, “Hidden
Martian and Interstellar?
I think The Martian and Figures, “Apollo 13”, “The

Lit Live!

by Elisha Asif
Features Editor
On January 7th, the Creative Writing Club held their first Lit Live of
2018. The honorary guest of the event
was Christie Williamson, a renowned
poet visiting Nassau Community College from Glasgow, Scotland.
Williamson recited his Shetlandic and English poems, such as
“Burns,” “The only way,” and “Fare.”
Along with these, he read the Spanish
translations of Federico Garcia Lorca,
who he said has influenced him greatly.
In 2007, during Williamson’s acting career, he was asked to
translate Lorca’s poems to Shetlandic

Setting up an infrared camera system to take data from a side-wall port in the NASA Langley 14x22

for a play. This is where he was introduced to Lorca.
“I made around seven Shetland
versions for the play and couldn’t
stay away from the process. The next
year, I was approached to make more
versions and perform them at the Hispanic Festival,” said Williamson, regarding his interest in Lorca’s poetry.
His first collection of poetry was
translations of Lorca’s poems called
“Arc O Mons,” for which he won the
Calum MacDonald Memorial Award
in 2009.
His poetry and translations have
appeared in reputed journals and

magazines of Scotland. In 2003, his
first poem, “Thule,” was published
by The New Shetlander, which paved
his way to other publications, such as
Poetry Scotland, Gutter Magazine,
and New Writing Scotland. Not only
has he been published, but Williamson has performed at one of the biggest poetry events in Scotland called
“StAnza Poetry Festival.”
Williamson has been giving
poetry readings since his first published poem. After a few more recitations in New York, he will be continuing his journey to Nicaragua to spread
his love for poetry.

Right Stuff”, and even “The
World’s Fastest Indian”.
In what ways did going
to NCC contribute to your
career now?
Looking back, NCC enabled me to make some key
transitional steps in my education that were necessary
for me to get where I am
today. NCC gave me time
to make decisions about
the direction I wanted to go
in after HS, and it created
an atmosphere that made it
easy for me to investigate
areas of study that I didn’t
consider in the past. I had
my first real exposure to college level physics and calculus at NCC. Math was never

a strong point for me in high
school but NCC allowed me
to build the foundation that
I would need for the future.
I took a general Newtonian
physics course at NCC that
was a great experience, and
gave me the confidence to
tackle harder courses in a
university
environment.
NCC was a critical step in
my education and I don’t
think I would have had the
same success if I didn’t attend.
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Black Lightning Strikes!

by Mitchell Ki
Arts Editor

Photo by Nsikak Ekong

The year of 2018 is full of
superhero shows and movies.
The upcoming Marvel movies
in 2018 are Black Panther and
Avengers Infinity Wars, and
there are upcoming television
shows, as well.
Black Lighting is another superhero show from
The CW network. Fans are familiar with The CW network’s
superhero shows like Arrow,
The Flash, Legends of Tomorrow, and Supergirl. However,
Black Lightning is not part of
the Arrowverse, even though it
is from The CW. The following are the ways why Black
Lighting is an unique superhero
show.
For those who have been watching superhero
shows on The CW, the audience knows how Arrow, Flash,
and Supergirl often have their origin story, or how they
start their superhero career, told. However, Black Lighting
attempted a different approach. The show gives the background story that Jefferson Pierce was once Black Lighting nine years ago but retired from his superhero persona
to take care of his family and become the school principal.

by Patrick Leahy
Staff Writer

Ever since Jefferson retired as Black Lighting, the community of Freeland has been taken over by a local gang
called the 100, and Jefferson will soon again be the hero of
Freeland.
Black Lighting tackles a handful of social issues
in each episode. The scene in episode 1, “The Resurrection,” where Jefferson Pierce is being pulled over by the
police for being falsely accused of a crime he did not com-

mit tackled racial tension. Episode 2, “Lawanda: The Book
of Hope,” references the following two Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. quotes: “The arc of the moral universe is long,
but it bends toward justice,” and “Unless all of us are free,
none of us will be free.” Episode 3, “Lawanda: The Book
of Burial,” tackles the peace march after Lawanda’s death.
Freeland’s local reverend orchestrates a march to stop the
100’s crime waves. Episode 4, “Black Jesus,” tackles drug
trafficking when Jefferson Pierce encounters his students
who are involved with drugs.
Black Lighting, like all superhero shows, knows
how to make action very entertaining to watch. In episode
1, there is a scene where Jefferson gets out of retirement to
put his new Black Lighting costume on to save his daughters; he made his dramatic entrance to fight the two guys
in front of him. He starts doing kicks and flips and uses a
combination of power and strong choreography to take the
gang down.
Despite Black Lighting being another superhero show,
it has more unique qualities compared to the other superhero shows. The show doesn’t make an origin story, it
tackled social issues, and implements alternative versions
of action sequences. Black Lighting is a perfect show for
superhero fans and audiences who watch The CW.

Lady Bird Review

Greta Gerwig’s debut as a sole director is an impressive one to say the least. This is a film that reaches
a stride of being engaging every step of the way. In
that sense, “Lady Bird” is something of a commodity
for modern cinema.
Told from the perspective of a social deviant
named Christine (Saoirse Ronan), enduring typical
frustrations of high school life, “Lady Bird” sets itself up for a conventional story and transcends that
to marginal degrees. Christine, who insists everyone
call her Lady Bird, can be very mean-spirited, selfentitled, and unreasonable in how she acts towards
everybody around her. If it’s not talking back to her
mother and exploiting the nature of her warm-hearted
father, it’s vandalizing school property and lying to
her own friends. These traits on a central character
could easily create an emotional disconnect with the
audience in the hands of less competent filmmakers;
however, Gerwig’s strong direction and Ronan’s unparalleled performance are what bring so much life
into this character. The intention is not for us as the
audience to agree with or condone all of Lady Bird’s
actions, but rather to understand them. She is not an
underwritten brat, nor is she unjustified in her reaction
to the world. She is a teenage girl in high school who
thinks she has it all figured out, and it’s hard to fault
anyone for that.

It’s easy for one to mistake “Lady Bird” as a film
that puts all the attention on the titular character, while
everyone else serves an underdeveloped, supporting
role with very little character depth. This couldn’t be
further from the case, there are more than a few instances of rich, developed characters sharing the spotlight with our unusual protagonist. Every prominent
figure in Lady Bird’s life has a story to tell that contains just as much interest and entertainment value as
hers, but I dare say that some of them could carry entire separate films themselves. Greta Gerwig’s script
masterfully presents these characters in a manner that
feels grounded and believable. One never doubts a
single action or line of dialogue. This is a colorful
group of characters, but because they are forced to interact with the inconvenience of the real world, their
colors aren’t always so pretty.
To delve into the flaws of the film, what little
there are, the presentation of “Lady Bird” on a technical level does not live up to its above average script
and direction. Nothing in this field is bad, but nothing
about it excels. Sound design is all around competent,
and the soundtrack is very endearing. However, most
people will immediately forget them walking out of
the theater. Shot composition and lighting is all very
pretty, but it can often feel more pretentious than im-

mersive. It’s nice to look at the screen and be astonished, but it’s far more interesting to get sucked in to
an atmosphere where the camera is invisible and impels audiences to not even think that they’re watching
a movie. For a story this strong, it should have been
told in a more enriching way.
Some may despise the massive success of “Lady
Bird,” with academy award nominations or being
hailed by many as a cinematic achievement. That’s
not what this film is, but it’s clear that Greta Gerwig never set out to do such a thing. To compare it
to 2017’s cinematic landmarks like “Blade Runner
2049” and “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing Missouri,” it would just be unfair. Gerwig set out to make
a great film, and that’s exactly what she did. With the
exception of a few flaws in the technical field, there
is not a soul this film should not be recommended to.
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Lil Peep Lives On!

by Kristel Garces
Staff Writer
Lil Peep, whose birth name is Gustav Ahr, was an American rapper who had sold out concerts all over America and
Europe. For his unique emo and hip Hop twist in rap music,
Lil Peep was the edgy artist that fashion shows were looking
for. He modeled in Paris’ Fashion Week in Europe and for
photographers like Mario Testino. Lil Peep was 21 years old,
and he was approaching the height of his career. He grew up
in Long Beach, NY, and what made him the star he is today
was his ability to be himself. His fan base loved him because
he was truly unique, and most of the things Lil Peep sung
about finally found its audience who could relate to. He grew
up challenging what was acceptable, and this great attitude at
such a young age is what lead him to his stardom. Although
he became a big star, he always came back home to his loving
family and friends who had an important impact on his career.
Even though he may not have had the platform of a mainstream artist, Lil Peep was really getting through to the people
that were loyal to his message. Soon, he was going to be on
the radio for everyone to listen and connect to. From a very
early age, Gus Ahr learned the importance of not letting the
norms of society limit his being. He was vulnerable just like
every single one of us but by sharing his vulnerability he created a level of comfort with his fan base. Alexander Romero
a fan of his said to me that within Lil Peep her felt like he
wasn’t alone and that’s what he shared with millions of his
fans. He wanted his tattoos to be messy he always wanted to
represent that although he had some non-pretty tattoos that he
could still do anything.
Kristel Garces conducted an interview with Lil Peep’s exgirlfriend, Emma Harris, and she explained who Gus Ahr is:
“Gus decided he fit in all the little cracks between those
boxes. He fit in the air that sat upon those boxes. He fit nearly
everywhere but absolutely nowhere near any one “box.” He
was him, and there was (is) no one else like him. He created
something beautiful. Lil Peep was not only an amazing artist,
but his whole life was art itself. And Gus-Gus was even more
than that. He was a warm, kind hearted, fucking hilarious,
tender kid. He got nervous, he cried, and loved just like any of
us. When I cried, Gus would cry twice. He hated to see people he loved upset. He wanted to give everything and more
to those people. All he ever wanted was to make the people
who believed in him smile. And he did that. I don’t remember
what happened, but one time, I was feeling a little secondhand embarrassment for something he did. And I asked him,
“Aren’t you embarrassed?” And, he said, “No, I don’t really

ever get embarrassed; I get anxious...but I’ve never really felt
embarrassed,” and I will never forget those words.”
Most importantly, Gus Ahr was able to reach success because of his loving family. In Kristel’s interview with his tattoo artist and friend Dana Vargas, Dana explained the importance of his family’s presence in his life:
“So many of us don’t live up to our potential, but Gus
didn’t let other people stop him, which is what made him so
admirable. The biggest reason he was able to be who he was
is because of his family. His mom, his grandma, his grandpa,
and his brother: they created an environment for him to thrive
creatively. They gave him that space to be hip and to be whatever he wanted to be and to fit wherever he wanted to fit, even
if it wasn’t the norm. When he decided to do music, he took
all of that from growing up, from being raised like that, and
it channeled him into becoming Lil Peep, into his version of
being someone who is so out there, to show people that you
can just be so out there and still be successful.”
Not only was the type of music he created legendary, but
his concerts were out of this world. In Kristel’s interview with
his fan, Alexander Romero, he describes his unforgettable experience:
“When you go to one of his shows, it’s packed, sold out.
It’s really cool to see everyone come together from all over.
He was always so good live. He’s one of the best live performers I’ve seen in a long time. He really goes really hard
with his music. He really wants to put on a show. He just
doesn’t go up there and sing his songs and just leave; he talks
to the crowd. He always performed unreleased music. You
could tell he really cared. The way he sings-a lot of Soundcloud artists just stand there and look all bored, but he turns
up, and he sings and puts more effort singing on stage than
on the actual track. He was different; he combined elements
of metal and rock, and he would talk about all these emotions that a lot of people could relate to. A lot of his fan base
where former punk and metal listeners, and his lyrics would
talk about the same things. The beats that he used could be
recognized from classic rock fans, so a lot of people would
see him as a one man band. I was really into rock, and I’m
really into rap. So, listening to him was like having the best
of both worlds.”
His music became a legacy because he genuinely cared
about people and their feelings, and this was evident in his
music. Dana Vargas explained what made his music unique
and loved:
“Gus created a whole new kind of music-the music that
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people wouldn’t consider the norm, but it was even better because people are not normal. There is no such thing as normal. So, Gus spoke out to the people that may not fit in all
the time. He made these people feel welcomed and loved. I
think that Gus was addressing things that other people see as
taboo. I think he was addressing things that are prevalent in
a lot of the young people’s lives. Think about when you gave
yourself into that sadness and then felt better afterwards. Gus
was expressing his emotions so publicly, just sharing so many
feelings and situations that kids were relating to. Not only did
his music create that, but his fan base related to each other.
His fan base is more of a family and wants to be there for each
other with stuff that people don’t talk about, and it’s obvious
that a bunch of kids are going through this, and to have someone address them publicly, makes them feel better about it
because it makes them feel like they’re not crazy, that they are
not different and drowning in self-pity alone. You have each
other and I think that’s what he was trying to show.”
Photo by Flickr
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How to Stay Woke in 4 Steps

by Ibiene Minah
Opinions Editor

Woke: (verb) to come into the realization of the systematic social and political injustice that is still prevalent in today’s
society. And once this enlightenment is reached, this person
should show this through their actions. E.g. protesting, political involvement, community engagement, etc.
-Urban Dictionary
Millennials congratulate themselves on being woke all
the time. It’s in twitter bios, hashtags, Instagram captions and
wise retorts. People throw the phrase “stay woke” around
and think they know exactly what they’re referring to and its
historical context but they seldom do. An article by the New
York Times states, “It’s a word that arose from a specific context of black struggle and has recently assumed a new sense
of urgency among activists fighting against racial injustices
in Ferguson, Sanford, Baltimore and Flint.” When the Black
Lives Matter movement was looking to recruit impassioned
volunteers, their domain name was StayWoke.org. Woke is a
word that alludes to awareness and is grounded in blackness.
It means “being aware of the real issues and being willing
to speak of them in ways that are uncomfortable for other
folks.” I have anyone’s back who wants to “stay woke,” but is
struggle to know what the real issues are. I’m the socio-political wingwoman one has always needed but couldn’t afford,
a cross between Rachel Maddow and Robin Thede. With that
said, let this be a proverbial ‘life hack” for achieving wokedom…wokeness…wokeception.
Step 1: Know what you’re saying when you say it. If you
want to be woke, first you have to know where its roots come
from. You have to know that Erykah Badu was talking about
it in 2008 on her “Master Teacher” track. Know that it’s not
an inactive word. If you claim your “woke” badge, you have
to understand that “wokeness” means activity. It means commitment to assisting struggle. You can’t be “woke” from your
couch watching Stranger Things and retweeting Trevor Noah.
You’ve got to be part of pavement activism. It’s doing things
like marching in protests, calling your representatives, making your church a sanctuary space for immigrants, writing to
senators, donating to funds to assist Flint-y’all know they still
don’t have clean water, right?-and/or displaced refugees, etc.
You have to earn your way into this warrior brigade, boo. Being sedentary just ain’t how it works.
Step 2: Stay updated on political, social and economic issues, if not on a daily basis, then a weekly basis. I’m not telling you to watch CNN or Al-Jazeera or the BBC every night.
Nobody has time for that. Being informed doesn’t mean you
have to sit in front of a TV anymore. You likely have a smartphone, which comes with a News widget or app. Use it. You
can also subscribe to services that will send daily news to

your inbox so you’re not caught unaware in Trump’s America. Al-Jazeera and Vice News provide a “Trump Tracker”
newsletter that they’ll send to your inbox every day so you
know everything that’s going down in D.C, the world, and
maybe even on Mars. I will provide a news crash course for
your reading pleasure:
The DHS’ movement to end Temporary Protected Status
(TPS) for a lot of countries still feeling the effects of disaster,
most, if not all of whom, have been unable to restore stable
infrastructure and economy. ImmigrationImpact.com published a great article called “As DHS Ends TPS for Haiti a
Pattern Emerges. What Comes Next?” Consider it assigned
reading.
Slavery in Libya, slavery through human trafficking, slavery through the prison correctional systems, slavery through
psychiatric inmate institutions-slavery hasn’t gone anywhere,
people. If it falls within a specific criteria, it is legal by authority of the constitution. #readuponityall #staywoke.
Net Neutrality: The FCC voted against this nice little
cushion. Now, we the consumers face the threat of paying to
stream the internet as quickly as we want to on top of charges
already in place to simply access it through an Internet service provider like AT&T or Verizon.
Mentally ill people don’t kill people; it’s disgusting to attribute inherent violence to the mentally ill. Muslims don’t
kill people; Islam is a religion of peace and unity, and fewer
acts of terror have been committed in the U.S by Muslims
than by WHITE terrorists. Undocumented immigrants don’t
kill people; we mainly just go to school, work, and try not to
get arrested. Terrorists who should have never been granted
gun licenses kill people, and Congress won’t do anything
about it.
Step 3: Sexual harassment isn’t new; women have been
experiencing it for ages. Anita Hill spoke her truth to America. Violence against women is disgustingly prevalent, loud,
and not going away tomorrow. Your “fave” is problematic,
and what will you do about it? First, don’t pull a Lena Dunham and support the perpetrator. Yeah, innocent until guilty,
I know, but survivors are in more danger of having no allies
than the accused. Do not perpetuate the culture that undermines survivor testimonies. Second, make sure Hollywood
and the government know you’re not down with perverts and
predators like Roy Moore, Kevin Spacey, Aziz Ansari, etc.
Boycott their shows, don’t vote for them, unfollow them, call
your representative, and tell them you’re not here for violence
against women. This isn’t the beginning of the conversation,
but it sure is reaching a climax point.
Step 4: Self-care, boo. You can self-care through music

therapy, like listening to the COLORS TV YouTube channel;
it is dedicated to just spotlighting artists from all around the
world to bring you dope tracks. You can self-care by downloading the Calm app, which will help you meditate and deal
with the stress and anxiety of class and just life in general.
It has guided meditations that you can buy and ones that are
free. Tea is nice, even when its not being spilled. David’s Tea
makes a lovely blend called Mothers Helper, and I swear, it’ll
help you align your chakras and commune with the beyond,
or something. You can self-care by sleeping. Don’t play yourself, boo; get your 7 hours.
At the end of the day, if you want to be woke, you have
to put your grind where your mouth is. “Staying woke” is a
form of political resistance and social activism. It is not a fad.
Don’t treat it like one.

FOR YOUR LATEST LIONS NEWS AND SCORES
HEAD OVER TO NASSAULIONS.COM
GO NCC LIONS!!!
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Transferring to Adelphi:
As easy as one, two...
done.
Apply, enroll and register for classes all in one day at Adelphi. We make it quick and simple to
transfer, without losing the credits you’ve earned.
Come to one of our transfer events or schedule a visit to meet one-on-one with your transfer
admissions counselor. On your visit, you can:
•
•
•

Learn how your credits will transfer
Speak with representatives about scholarships, financial aid and the affordability of an
Adelphi education
Take a guided walking tour of our gorgeous campus and state-of-the-art facilities

We are one of just 65 institutions nationwide named to Phi Theta Kappa’s 2017 Transfer Honor Roll.
Visit us at Adelphi.edu/Vignette
transfer@adelphi.edu
800.ADELPHI (800.233.5744)
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Societal Neglect of the Seventh Generation
by Lauren Taglienti
Head Copy Editor
Starbucks has not been entirely truthful to its loyal customers about recycling. Upon visiting several Starbucks
shops and asking if a certain paper bag the company administers is recyclable, the answers of every employee are
summed up best in the words of one: “It doesn’t matter if
you put it in the recycling or the garbage. It all goes to the
same dumpster.” Starbucks’ website reads, “Additionally, in
many of our stores landlords control the waste collection and
decide whether or not they want to provide recycling. These
challenges require recycling programs be customized to each
store and market and may limit our ability to offer recycling
in some stores.”
In a recent interview with Joseph Muscarella, Vice
President of Facilities Management, he revealed that a Starbucks shop is coming to NCC’s campus. An increasing population of young people and students are learning the importance of proper waste management, as global temperatures
are increasing, and plenty of those people attend NCC. Regardless of whether or not a student is environmentally conscious, I guarantee that they do not enjoy being put under the
wrong impression.
When someone puts something in the recycling bin,
they trust that it is going to actually be recycled. Should this
not be the case, the trusting customers are being mislead, and
this is incredibly unethical.
It is one thing to not have a recycling bin available
to customers when there is a special pickup for it; however, it
is another to have a bin readily available, knowing that what
gets put into it goes into the same dumpster as the trash. The
latter is the case in the Starbucks shops I visited.
As a strong advocate for the environment, I am disgusted that these Starbucks stores do not recycle. Perhaps
some stores do have arrangements with recycling companies,

by Elisha Asif
Features Editor

but the several stores I visited in Nassau County do not. I am
further alarmed by the conniving ploy of the landlords to put
out recycling bins, all the while knowing that the products
that are put in them do not get recycled. It is a deceptive manipulation of the loyal trust of their customers, and it is equally as hypocritical and regressive. Although Starbucks seems
to be treating a recycling bin as a fad, recycling is not a trend.
It is an attempt to uphold the Earth’s resource of space. The
more recyclable products are recycled, the less waste populates landfills, and the more space is available for animals and
plants to thrive. Not recycling recyclable products is not only
disrespectful to the companies who take the time and effort to
ensure that their products are recyclable, but it is disrespectful
to planet Earth and all of its inhabitants.
What ever happened to the Seventh Generation Principle of the Iroquois? The Iroquois used to never make an important decision without considering how it would affect the
seventh generation that would live after them. If the decision
was in the favor of that seventh generation, they would move
forward with the plan; if it would impact them negatively, the
plan would not be carried out. Why did America stop practicing this considerate tradition? I can think of no other reason
than that of greed and selfishness. Why is money so valuable,
though? 99% of Earth’s species die; every human will die.
If everyone dies anyway, why does American society preach
that accumulating money in one’s life matters more than creating a place for future generations to live with the Earth?
Why not spend the resources one has on improving the Earth
instead of dying with a few zeros in a Will to pass down to
more selfish people?
It is the human obligation to preserve this planet
for future generations, and if big companies, such as Starbucks, continue down this route that makes the owners more

money instead of preserving the environment for the future,
the world will be that much closer to its end. I am not being
hyperbolic at all because---seriously, if humankind does not
show some respect to the planet that has given them literally
anything, this same wondrous planet will not hesitate to inadvertently kill them.
Just because several Starbucks stores do not recycle
does not mean that it is okay to not be environmentally conscious. It is always beneficial to reduce, reuse, and recycle
properly. Being conscious of turning off and/or unplugging
appliances when they are not in use is an effective way of reducing energy waste, as is carpooling, when possible. Using
refillable water bottles and hot beverage containers are positive ways of reducing waste, as well. If plastic water bottles
are being used, feel free to refill them multiple times before
recycling them. Finally, something that I have noticed that is
all too often overlooked, even amongst the most environmentally conscious people I know, is that plastic cups, like red
Solo cups and clear plastic cups, are usually recyclable. Yet,
so many people throw them out with the trash. Even many
disposable plates are now recyclable. Before throwing something out, always check the label or the bottom of the product
for those triangles that beg “please recycle,” because much
more than water bottles are recyclable; it is very surprising.
For more information, feel free to go to how2recycle.info.
Taking these small actions can impact the environment in monumental ways that will preserve Earth for the
seventh generation and generations to follow.

he does drugs to forget what he suffers through. But, all had
changed when he began to rise to fame in 2013 with his dark
and grimy styled rap about drugs. His music was starting to
gather crowds and he quickly gained a following.
I believe Santana had built himself an image that
was being glorified by the followers of mainstream hip-hop
and adopted by many upcoming artists; thus, Santana felt like
he had to maintain that image in order to remain popular and
continue to make music. His drug use, which was once used
to help him with his trauma, soon became drug abuse when he
would drink Lean just to show his fans that he was still doing
the things that they once started following him for. He was
feeding off the attention he was receiving for doing drugs;
and, at that point, for him, the drugs became a part of his lifestyle and not medication for his trauma. He felt like he had to
continue with the content he had promised of providing his
fans. He struggled to draw the line between consuming drugs
to relieve pain and doing drugs just to remain relevant.
In my opinion, if we want to put an end to the deaths of
artists caused by drug abuse, we must not devote our attention to artists that brag about doing drugs, regardless of how
talented the artists may be (artists like Fredo Santana). Fame
and money can become an addiction for celebrities, which is

why they will commit self-harm to prolong their fame; but,
as an audience, it is our job to filter the toxic content that is
harming the artists by not giving them any attention and force
them to step away from drugs.

Fredo Santana’s Struggle

I was disheartened to hear that, on January 20th, 2018,
another celebrity became a victim of drug abuse. An eminent
artist of the music genre, “drill rap”, Fredo Santana lost his
long-fought battle against kidney and liver failure.
Anyone who knew of Santana was aware of his addiction to Xanax and Promethazine (Lean) as well as his songs
that were dedicated to glamorizing these drugs. In 2017, Santana was hospitalized because of mild seizures due to Lean.
I think his choice of continuing to do drugs (even after being
hospitalized) didn’t only affect his fans, but also will be affecting his family. Because drugs weren’t the only thing that
Santana’s life was surrounded by; but, he was also a cousin to
a famous rapper, “Chief Keef”, a father to a 7-month-old boy,
and a life partner to his girlfriend that he had the baby with.
When a rapper called, “Russ” tweeted a shirt which
read, “How much Xanax and Lean do you have to do before
you realize you’re a f***ing loser.”; to that Santana replied,
“Until I can stop thinking about my dead homies and the trauma that I been thru in my life that’s when I’ll stop”.
It is obvious that Santana’s drug habits were taken
up to counter the harsh realities of his life, along with his loss
of people that he felt close to. Some of his songs would speak
about his friends and family that had passed away and how

Photo by Flickr
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2017 --- Nassau Community College --- Student Activities Lion Club Challenge

About the Club Challenge:
The Lion Club Challenge is a competition for any and all sanctioned clubs at NCC. The competition is for clubs to go beyond their
club meetings and activities and to reach out and give back to the NCC community at large. The competition will involve community
projects, service learning, fund raising, attending social and athletic events, and charitable events throughout the year.

Guidelines and rules:
****ALL CLUBS INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING MUST BE REGISTERED BY FEBRUARY 7TH****
• Each club interested in competing must register with the Student Activities Office. The club must have all paper work and have
their adviser check eligibility of all e board members.
• There can be only team per club. A roster of members who will compete must be submitted at time of registration.
• Students can only represent one club.
• All participants must be current, registered NCC students.
How it works:
• Clubs will compete in different challenges throughout the academic year accumulating as many points as they can.
• Specific events may require a designated number of participants to get points.
• Club members can compete in multiple events.
• The winning Club will be announced at the End of the Year Club Banquet.
How do you earn points?
• Holding an events on campus open to the general college community.
(Max of 3 per month) 30 points per event.
• Create and complete a Community Service project. Photo proof required.100 points, must have at least 6 members on project.
• Attend and have photo proof of attending an athletic event, theatre performance, musical event on campus.( Min. of 6 members
per event) 10 points each event.
• Volunteer at the NEST, (Min. of 3 members) 50 points, photo proof required.
• Give Blood at a Blood Drive, (Photo verification, min. of 3 members). Dates are, 3/16/17 9am, 5/11/17 9am. 20 points per member.
Photo proof for each.
• Attend a workshop, proof of attendance, flyer signed or photo with presenter. Min of 3 members. 10 points for each workshop with
at least 3 members present.
• Evening Activity Hour. Must have at least 3 members attend. photo proof with presenter. (10 points 5:30pm, 15 points 7pm, and
25 points for 8:30pm) per evening. Dates are; 2/14/17, 3/21/17, 4/18/17.
• Register for and host table for Student Activity Fair, 1/31/17, at least 6 members. 50 points.
• Attend Multicultural Fair 2/16/17, visual proof required, min of 3 members 15 points. 50 points if your presents as a club.
• Attend Substance Awareness Day, 3/8/17, 9:30 am. At least 3 members.
15 points for each member, max of 6 members, photo proof required.
• Attend Health and Wellness Fair 3/30/17, 10am, min of 3 members, photo proof required. 15 points for each member, max of 6
members.
• FYE Day of Service, 4/5/17, Participate in an event, at least 6 members
• Photo proof of presentation. 100 points.
• Participate in Vision Board Party, 2/6/17, photo proof required, max of 3 members. 15 for each participant points.
• Ping pong Tournament 3/7/17 in Student Union, 50 pts for 1st, 35 points for 2nd and 20 points for 3rd, 10 points for each member
who participant, max of 3.
• Billiards Tournament 4/4/17, Student Union, 50 points for 1st, 35 points for 2nd, and 20 points for 3rd, 10 points for each participant, max of 3
Spring Fling Champion: 4/25/17, rain date 4/27/17
• Compete in; Water balloon toss (practice field), Beach ball swim relay(pool), Scavenger hunt(campus). Paper airplane toss, (Gym),
and tug of war (Min of 6 members, no more than 8, 50/50 split male and female. Winner of each event get 30 points.
What do you get if you win?
• A plaque with the winning club name with be displayed at the entrance to the CCB building.
• A free luncheon hosted by the Student Activities Office for all winning club members.
• T shirts as Club champions?
• Other Prizes?
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH IN NCC

PHOTOS TAKEN BY

NSIKAK EKONG - EDITOR IN
CHIEF
&
HARVEY GARCIA - MANAGING
EDITOR

2V2 INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

PHOTOS TAKEN BY: HARVEY GARCIA - MANAGING EDITOR
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Media Alert
For Release:
Immediate Release
Contact: Nancy Larson – Deer Park
631-242-0239
TangerKIDS Grant Program Opens 2018 Call for Entries
WHAT: TangerKIDS Grant Program, an initiative designed to award grant money to schools within the communities of Tanger Outlet
Centers nationwide, has officially opened its call for entries within the Deer Park, NY community. The TangerKIDS Grant Program was
designed to satisfy the specific funding needs of local schools – from the implementation of school-wide programs, to rebuilding equipment and academic materials inventories, to supporting athletic or band programs. In 2017, Tanger awarded 1,034 individual grants to
schools in need.
WHEN: Call for entries is currently open. All grant applications must be submitted by March 16, 2018.
WHO: Teachers and administrators from local schools may submit applications for programs and projects in which the majority of
the activity will be completed between August 2018 and May 2019. Each school can submit multiple grant requests and each will be
considered separately.
WHERE: To submit an application for the TangerKIDS Grant Program, please visit: grants.tangeroutlet.com.
About Tanger Factory Outlet Centers, Inc.
Tanger Factory Outlet Centers, Inc., is a publicly-traded REIT headquartered in Greensboro, North Carolina that presently operates
and owns, or has an ownership interest in, a portfolio of 44 upscale outlet shopping centers. Tanger’s operating properties are located
in 22 states coast to coast and in Canada, totaling approximately 15.3 million square feet, leased to over 3,200 stores which are operated by more than 530 different brand name companies. The Company has more than 37 years of experience in the outlet industry.
Tanger Outlet Centers continue to attract more than 188 million shoppers annually. For more information on Tanger Outlet Centers, call
1-800-4TANGER or visit the Company’s website at www.tangeroutlets.com.

LIONS OF THE WEEK
Congrats to the
Dance Team

on their competition
win
Congrats to the

Wrestling team
on capturing 8 district
titles
INSTAGRAM @LIONSNCC

INSTAGRAM @LIONSNCC
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INTRAMURALS AT NCC

Analyzing the Cavaliers Trade
Deadline Deals
by Raghav Khurana

by Raghav Khurana

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Every semester at NCC, Intramurals hosts events, such as the 2v2
basketball tournament and the 3v3 basketball tournament.

The NBA deadline is one the best days for NBA fans because it is the
unofficial day a team decides if they are going to make a run for the playoffs
or to tank and obtain a better draft pick.
The programs are run by Mrs. Mitchell, Director of Intramurals,
This year, the team who really won on this day was the Cleveland Cavaand staff comprised of students who work the events. Raghav Khurana, liers. They won for many reasons, one of which is getting younger players
Sports Editor of The Vignette, conducted a brief interview with Tom
who can play at a faster tempo, which is is needed to win in the NBA these
Gilespie, a staff member of Intramurals, to find out how Intramurals is
days. They also obtained players who can play defense and score efficiently,
operated and what he thinks of the events.
all the while eliminating locker room problems.
The Cavs had a roster full of veterans who are ball dominant and lacked
Khurana: How do you guys pick what events to hold?
defense. However, they acquired Larry Nance, Jr. and Jordan Clarkson
through the trade with the Los Angeles Lakers. They traded Isaiah Thomas,
Gilespie: We take events that have been popular in previous semesters a very ball dominant player. They improved their play off the bench, includand reuse the events. We take feedback from students who participate
ing scoring, defense, and rebounding. Clarkson, a younger player in the
and try to improve on them however we can. Then, we have the dates set NBA, brings scoring and defense, along with Nance.
and let people know.
The Cavs also acquired Rodney Hood and George Hill in a three team
trade that shipped off Derrick Rose, Jae Crowder, and Iman Shumpert. Hill
Khurana: What do you think about these events?
and Hood’s acquisitions continued to show the theme for the Cavs, which
was to get players who can play defense. The Cavs appeared as a favorite
Gilespie: It’s exciting because it gets competitive, and it’s also fun
to win the Eastern Conference, possibly even the NBA Finals, but once the
to watch NCC students become active within the community. A lot of
season began, the team showed that it lacked consistent defense. George
people come to compete. There are a lot of athletes at NCC, and when
Hill is known as being a top wing defender in the NBA with his scoring
they compete, it’s exciting to see, due to many athletes playing.
ability. Rodney Hood is a reliable player on both sides of the ball.
Since the trade deadline, the Cavs have been playing better defensively
Raghav Khurana, the sports editor, decided to participate as a student and even beat two of the best teams in the NBA, the Oklahoma City Thunin the 2v2 event to see how the event worked from a student’s point of
der and Boston Celtics. The team was also able to lower its average age
view. He went down to the event and was met by a group of staff mem- from one of the highest in the NBA. LeBron James was noticeably unhappy
bers working the tournament who helped him find a partner. They then
and wasn’t playing his best basketball, but ever since the trades, he has been
sent him to a court to play against another team. At the court, there was
back to performing the way he does.
another staff member who kept score. After the game was over, the team
The Cavaliers have been rejuvenated and are now playing the best basthat won went over to the table to let the staff know who won. This con- ketball they have played all season.
tinued over multiple days until teams were eliminated and a winner was
crowned.

LIONS OF THE WEEK
Kashianna Wynter
PPG: 12.7
REB: 2.4
AST: 3.4

Jalen Burgess
PPG: 17.2
AST: 3.2
INSTAGRAM @LIONSNCC

STL: 2.1

INSTAGRAM @LIONSNCC

